
A Hierarchical World Model with Sensor- and Task{Speci�cFeatures?Alexa Hauck, Norbert O. St�o�erDepartment of Process Control ComputersProf. Dr.-Ing. G. F�arberTechnische Universit�at M�unchen, GermanyAbstractThe design of mobile robots which can cope with un-expected disturbances like obstacles or misplaced ob-jects is an active �eld of research. Such an autono-mous robot assesses the situation by comparing datafrom one or more sensors with an internal represen-tation of its environment. In this paper we presenta hierarchically structured world model that combinesa general geometric object representation with sensor-and task{speci�c features and therefore can be used forvarious sensors and perception tasks. By predictingonly those features that, �rst, can be detected by thesensor and, secondly, are relevant for the current per-ception task, sensor data interpretation gets faster andmore robust. This is illustrated at an exemplary per-ception task concerning the video{based determinationof the joint states of articulated objects.1 IntroductionThis work is part of a research project towards de-velopment of autonomous mobile robots (AMR) whichcan ful�l service and transport tasks in structured en-vironments like o�ce buildings and industrial plants.For planning its actions such an autonomous robotneeds an internal representation of its environment(environmental or world model). Most modelling tech-niques described in literature are specialized on a cer-tain application; thus such models are well adaptedto speci�c perception tasks and sensors [1] or environ-ments [4] but cannot be used in a general way. In-formation is often stored merely on feature level; so-?The work presented in this paper is supported by the Deut-sche Forschungsgemeinschaft as part of an interdisciplinary re-search project on \Information Processing in Autonomous Mo-bile Robots" (SFB 331).

metimes several models are held in parallel and usedindependently for di�erent tasks. In contrast to thisour approach aims at designing generally applicableworld models that form the central knowledge basefor autonomous mobile robots. For this we have de-veloped a general modelling framework, which combi-nes information needed for various sensors and robottasks into one consistent description on di�erent levelsof abstraction. Continuous update of the model in thecase of dynamic or partially unknown environments isrealized by considering the model as a set of hypothe-ses regarding the positions and states of the elementsof the world, including the robot itself, which are te-sted and eventually modi�ed by comparing them withsensor data. This is performed by several perceptiontasks that operate in parallel and interact with themodel on di�erent levels of abstraction, according tothe parts they regard as being hypothetic. Typicaltasks are the localization of the robot itself, recogni-tion and registration of objects and reconstruction ofunknown environments (exploration). To enable thecoupling of the model with planning tasks, a symbo-lic interface allowing to access information on a moreabtract level is integrated.The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 de-scribes the internals of the model, detailing the ob-ject structure (section 2.1), features (section 2.2),modelling conventions and visibility calculation (sec-tion 2.3). Section 3 deals with the application of themodel, �rst describing the di�erent ways to access it(section 3.1), then illustrating them by an applicationframework containing several perception tasks (sec-tion 3.2) and �nally describing an experimental ex-ample (section 3.3). Though the model is designed formulti{sensor systems, in this paper we concentrate onits application to video sensors.



2 The model2.1 Object structureTo permit sensor independent abstractions the mo-del structure is based on three{dimensional solid mo-delling techniques.Elements of the world inuence sensor images intwo ways. They can be the source of sensor{speci�cfeatures and they can hide other elements. The latteraspect is modelled by a polyhedral boundary repre-sentation.If possible, sensor{speci�c features are calculatedfrom the boundaries using the corresponding sensormodel. In the case of a video sensor such a sensormodel is di�cult to obtain because of its dependencyon various factors like colour and illumination, whicharen't easy to model. Therefore in a �rst step a verysimple camera model is used, assuming perspectiveprojection and neglecting illumination e�ects. Video{speci�c features, up to now solely edges, are modelledby line{segments which are based on the same set ofvertices as the boundaries but do not necessarily coin-cide with boundary edges. This dualism allows the re-presentation of the boundaries by exclusively convexpolygons which facilitates the visibility calculation. Ina second step sensor{speci�c information is integratedby comparing model data with a collection of imagesas described in section 2.3.To initiate a prediction the boundaries and featuresinside the vision pyramid are determined and their vi-sibility is tested as described in section 3.1. To accessthe vertices which are located inside the vision py-ramid appropriate index structures are necessary. In�rst experiments demonstrating localization in a sta-tic environment, a two{dimensional spatial{tree hasproven to be an e�cient index structure for otherwiseunrelated world elements [12].To allow for more complex perception tasks andnon{static environments a hierarchic structure withadditional symbolic information has been developed[7] (see �gure 1).Elements of the world are aggregated to form na-med objects. Because it is neither possible nor neces-sary to describe the complete environment of the robotin terms of distinguishable, named objects, a pseudo{object called background is introduced. It encompassesall world elements without special object assignment.The description of a named object is built up re-cursively. An object can contain so{called member{objects, which are connected by a joint which exhibitsexactly one rotatory or translatoric degree of freedom,following the conventions used in manipulator kine-

matics. Each object or member{object has its owncoordinate system or frame, whose relation to thatof the parent{object is described by a homogenoustransform matrix, following the Denavit{Hartenberg{formalism [3]: The z{axis coincides with the axis ofrotation respectively translation, its orientation is cho-sen in a way that the joint variable appears with thecorrect sign. Since objects may possess more than onemember{object on each level and thus the kinematicchain may fork, the Denavit{Hartenberg{conventionsfor the x{axis can not be applied. The possible po-sitions of a joint are normalized to the unit intervalallowing a uni�ed treatment of joint{states; additio-nally there exists a state called unknown. To deal withunknown states during a prediction, the space poten-tially being occupied by a moving member{object isstored as an additional boundary, called mask.
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Figure 1 Object structureEach branch in the object{tree carries its ownboundary and feature description. The representa-tion of features is extended by the possibility of de-�ning aggregations of simple features and attributesto form complex ones. Those complex features maybe task{speci�c to alleviate special matching problems(see section 2.2).Geometrically identical objects forman object class.The invariant parts of an object description are storedonly once for each class; the objects (i.e. the instancesof a class) di�er in their individual positions and jointstates.Figure 2 shows an exemplaric model of a corridor,
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Figure 2 Model of a corridorconsisting of two doors of the same class and somewalls which are part of the background. For this de-piction no hidden lines were removed. Black linesare video{speci�c features, dark{grey lines stand forboundaries which do not coincide with features andthe light{grey lines represent the masks of the door{wings. The door{wings themselves are left out forsimpli�cation reasons.2.2 FeaturesRaw sensor data is preprocessed to extract sensor{speci�c features, in the case of a grey{scale video sen-sor typically edge segments. In order to enable an easymatch and comparision of sensor and model data, thepredicted model features should resemble the extrac-ted ones. In our �rst approaches video{speci�c fea-tures therefore consisted of 3D line{segments, whichwere derived from the boundary description and thenprojected into the image plane for a given view point.Predicting model features alleviates some of the ty-pical problems in image interpretation: Segmentationis aided by providing areas of interest, the locationand direction of a model segment is used for the grou-ping e.g. of broken edge chains, and at the same timeenables the quantitative evaluation of a prospectivematch. The validity of this approach has already beenshown in experiments on a mobile plattform equippedwith a video camera and a microwave radar [15].Since the video{speci�c features were derived usinga very coarse sensor model, the matching processwould sometimes get disturbed by model features thatcould not be seen by the sensor due to lack of con-

trast. In addition, information that could alleviatethe matching problem even further, as e.g. relationsbetween edges, could not be accessed at feature le-vel even though it was actually available in the model.These considerations lead to the development of a newhierarchical feature structure.Based on fundamental features like the aforemen-tioned line{segments new feature types can now be de-�ned which can contain other features and attributes,forming aggregated features. A typical example wouldbe a type contour containing a list of line{segmentsand an attribute stating if the contour is closed. Toenable an automated derivation of features from theboundary description, feature types have to be de�nedgeometrically.In a �rst step feature types can be divided into twoclasses: topological features and task{speci�c features.Topological feature types model relations between fea-tures. Up to now only pairs have been considered,further aggregation will be examined. The groupingof two or more line{segments in 2D and 3D has beendiscussed widely (see e.g. [11]). Generally speaking apair of line{segments can either be parallel, intersec-ting or skew; parallelity can be further di�erenciated inoverlapping and non{overlapping, intersections can beclassi�ed according to their shape (L{shape, V{shape,T{shape, �{shape, : : : ) and according to the locationof the point of intersection, which can be lying onnone, one or both line{segments (the latter case canbe termed a junction). A combination of parallelityand intersection yields a collinear pair. Of all pos-sible relationships currently only three are modelledby feature types: Parallel overlapping pairs (paralle-lity), collinear junctions (continuity) and non{collinearV- or L{junctions (corner). T- and �{junctions aremodelled as three line{segments forming one continu-ity and two corners. It has to be noted that these3D{features are only quasi{invariant under perspec-tive projection: Parallel line{segments are parallel inthe image only if they are parallel to the image plane,non{collinear junctions may be collinear after projec-tion. Since these e�ects are position{dependent, theyare treated when calculating the visibility of featuresfor a given viewpoint (see section 3.1).Predicting those topological features instead oftheir parts reduces both the number of correspon-dences to test and the probability of mismatches.This is especially e�cient when using edge extractionmethods that preserve the corresponding topologicalimage information (e.g. see [14]). Otherwise a specia-lized matching routine is assigned to the feature type.In the case of a parallel pair for example this would



mean looking for a pair of image edges and assigningthe \left" image edge to the \left" model edge, whichis faster and more robust than single line matchingusing a minimum distance criterion.Task{speci�c feature types are specialized on a cer-tain perception task, they contain the relevant modelinformation for that task. Examples are given in sec-tion 3.3, that describes the realization of an exemplaryperception task. Task{speci�c feature types, too, pos-sess a specialized matching routine, that builds uponthe ones of its members and uses the knowledge abouttheir relation. By integrating this procedural infor-mation into the model a mixed top{down/bottom{upmatching process with feedback is implemented impli-citely.2.3 Modelling objectsThe geometrical information about the object tomodel can be won in two ways: By exact measurementor by reconstructing it from sensor data. For the lat-ter a kind of inverse sensor model is needed to convertsensor{speci�c features into sensor{independent data;possibly several sensors have to be used to get com-plementary results. This task is addressed in various�elds of research, from remote sensing to autonomousmobile robots exploring their environment, the latterbeing a current research topic in our group [2].In the absence of a precise sensor model the que-stion arises how it can be asserted that the modelledfeatures can actually be seen by the sensor. The vi-sibility of a feature is position{dependent in a doubleway: A feature can be invisible because it is hiddenby another object from the current point of view orbecause it cannot be detected by the sensor. The lat-ter occurs e.g. due to a lack of contrast between twoparts of an object.The �rst case is treated on{line while predictingobject views (see section 3.1), the second while con-structing the model representation. Each object isequipped with a map that denotes which of its fea-tures can be seen from a certain position relative tothe object. The map is object{centered, positions arestated two{dimensionally in polar coordinates. Thissimpli�cation reects the situation that the robot andits camera are moving in a plane; a generalization tounconstrained movementswould require the transitionto three{dimensional spheric coordinates. An implicitassumption is that the camera is always looking di-rectly at the object, which is the case for most per-ception tasks. This map can also be seen as modellingthe aspects [9] of the object. It can therefore be usedto calculate the aspect graph or tree which is the basis

for many object recognition algorithm (see e.g. [13]).The notion of visibility can be extended by a quan-titative dimension, called the quality of a feature. Thisfacilitates the matching process considerably by esta-blishing a ranking of features, which can be used toestablish the order of processing and to decide in thecase of contradictory match results. The quality of afeature reects the expected probability of a correctmatch; in the case of task{speci�c feature types qua-lity also encompasses the suitability of a feature forthe speci�ed task at the given position.For the modelling of video{speci�c features a hy-brid mechanism is used: First a set of prospectivefeatures is derived from the boundary description bycomputing all boundary edges of all faces of the object.The visibility and quality of the features is then deter-mined by taking video images of the object from dif-ferent, known standpoints and starting the matchingprocess. Those features that can be matched correctlyare entered in the visibility map for the current posi-tion; features that cannot be seen from any positionare removed from the model. The quantitative resultof the matching algorithm forms the quality attributeof the feature. By this combination of analytical andempirical methods the lack of a complete sensor modelis partly compensated; it has to be noted, though, thatby using the matching result to express the quality ofa feature, features become partly algorithm{speci�c.This is advantageous as long as just one matching al-gorithms is used.Aggregated features require a more complex visibi-lity calculation to cover the case that some membersare visible but others are not. Currently a rule{basedapproach is implemented, which allows customized vi-sibility de�nitions for basic line features depending ona set of properties like visibility of endpoints, fragmen-tation and direction. The visibility of the aggregatedfeature is then derived using logical expressions com-bining the visibilities of the members.3 Application3.1 Model AccessThe model can be accessed on three levels: classes,objects and whole world. The most important rea-ding access is the request of a feature prediction, butalso the attributes or states of objects like the ope-ning angle of a door can be queried. Writing accessesinclude changing the state of an object, updating theboundary or feature description and inserting newlyexplored elements.The access is controlled by two virtual pointers cal-



led focus and zoom. The focus points on the task re-levant part of the model, i.e. on the world, on a singleobject or a single class. After \focussing" e.g. on anobject the states of a private copy of this object areaccessible. This allows testing hypothetic states wit-hout changing the world model. The zoom inuencesthe result of the feature prediction in a way compara-ble to a camera zoom: After pointing it on a node ofthe object{tree only features of the downward partsare predicted. Note that still all boundaries are usedfor the visibility calculation. Both, focus and zoom,can be moved step by step up and down the object{tree. The use of those virtual pointers also encap-sulates the internal representation of the object{tree,allowing further optimizations without changes in themodel access interface.To initiate a sensor view prediction the boundariesinside the vision pyramid are used to generate a depthmap by a so called z{bu�er algorithm [6]. The poly-gons are projected on the viewing plane and renderedinto a two dimensional array of pixels. During the ren-dering only the depth of the nearer pixel is stored inthe array. The result is a two{dimensional, rasteredmap which contains the nearest depth value for eachpixel. In the second stage the features inside the vi-sion pyramid are tested against this map. The three{dimensional line segments are also projected and ren-dered. For each pixel which has a lower or equal z{value than stored in the depth{map the correspondingthree{dimensional line subsegment is declared visible.In di�erence to computer graphic applications thesame line rendering algorithm is used for polygon ed-ges and feature lines. This guarantees that a fea-ture, which always has to coincide with an boun-dary edge, can never be hidden by adjacent bounda-ries due to quantization errors. This combined two{dimensional/three{dimensional algorithm has severaladvantages: Z{bu�ering is quite fast and widely sup-ported by computer graphics hardware because of itssimplicity. The pixel size can be controlled dynami-cally by the number of polygons in the vision pyra-mid to guarantee real{time behaviour [12]. The resultof the visibility calculation are three{dimensional linesegments which can still be represented by six parame-ters and matched by either two- or three{dimensionalalgorithms.3.2 Application FrameworkAn application framework for the world model isshown in �gure 3.Several perception tasks are engaged in keeping theinternal representation of the robot's environment up
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Figure 3 Application frameworkto date by testing stored information against sensordata. They interact with the model on di�erent le-vels of abstraction according to the parts of the modelthey regard as hypothetic. Each perception task isimplemented by a separate client module which ex-tracts its own relevant features from the sensor dataand simultanously requests predictions from the modelserver. Then it compares the two sets, interpretes thedi�erence and updates the model accordingly. Inter-ferences between the quasi{parallel model accesses ofdi�erent tasks are avoided by private communicationchannels, called accessors. These accessors contain thecurrent set of parameters, like assumed camera pose,states and the two pointers focus and zoom. To allowsuccessive tests of similiar hypotheses, the parametersare handed to the model incrementally: E.g. a clientcan �rst set the camera pose, focus on the object ofinterest and then alternatingly set the state of a jointand get a prediction without having to specify poseand object again each time. Changes made by the cli-ent remain private until the client explicitely requeststo make them public.A common parameter which is assumed to beknown by several perception tasks is the position ofthe robot itself. It is updated by a task called lo-calization [15]. For the prediction all world elementsbelonging to objects or the background are taken intoaccount at their current states. Thus the accessor ofthis task is "focussed on the world". Since the qua-lity of the pose estimation depends on an accuratematch only features with guaranteed visibility shouldpredicted. Member{objects with unknown joint state



are replaced by the appropriate mask. The projec-tion of this mask into the z{bu�er literally "masksout" features which may be hidden by the moveablemember{object.Severe mismatch of the features predicted for thecurrent robot{position and the extracted ones indicateeither a change of the features' position or the presenceof new objects. Therefore a second task called explora-tion is charged with evaluating these mismatches andeventually updating feature positions respectively in-serting new elements on various levels into the model[2, 5]. For this purpose it tracks and consolidates newfeatures, tries to reconstruct the boundary descrip-tion and initiates object identi�cation. If none of theknown object classes can be matched, the new featuresand boundaries are inserted into the model as part ofthe background. This at least prevents collisions andfurther mismatches.Following object{oriented literature the state of anobject can be de�ned as the set of the current valuesof its attributes. Applied to our object structure thestate encompasses pose and motion of an object andthe current states of its joints; state identi�cation the-refore includes pose and motion estimation and theidenti�cation of joint states. It is the task with themost model interactions, including focussing on theregarded object, recursive testing of hypothetic statesand movements in the object{tree, thus being an idealapplication for testing and illustrating the model. Anexperimental example is described in section 3.3.In the experimental framework, several algorithmsfor object identi�cation have been examined. All havethe need for feature predictions for the assumed ob-ject in common [2, 10]. The accessor is \focussed onobject classes" and poses are supplied in class{relativecoordinate systems. If an object �nally is identi�ed, anew instance is created and inserted into the model.In addition to these sensor{speci�c access channels,information can be retrieved and manipulated on asymbolic level. Independently operating robots cancommunicate about the environment by exchangingobject names and attributes, i.e. states and positions,via a symbolic communication medium [16].An experimental version of this framework has beenrealized as part of the interdisciplinary research pro-ject SFB 331 ("InformationProcessing in AutonomousMobile Robots") with di�erent groups working on theindividual tasks.3.3 Application exampleHow to access the model and make use of the in-formation stored in it shall be demonstrated on an

exemplary perception task, the video{based determi-nation of the joint states of an articulated object. Incontrast to 3D-pose estimation this problem is onlyrarely addressed in literature (e.g. in [8]), not leastbecause an articulated object may present many dif-ferent views to a camera, thus soon leading to a com-binatorical explosion in conventional localization andmatching algorithms. The presented recursive objectstructure on the other hand allows breaking down thiscomplex perception task into simpler ones: First thethe static part of the object is localized and with it thejoint axes of its member{object, then the joint stateof the �rst member{object is determined, followed bythat of its own member{object and so on, recursively�xing the degrees of freedom.Our experimental setup consisted of a single o�-the-shelf grey{scale CCD{camera without dedicatedimage processing hardware. Figures 5 and 6 show vi-deo images of a whiteboard, an object with one trans-latory and two rotary degrees of freedom; extractedfeatures2 are inserted in white, the model features inblack.
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cient to locate one variant corner in the image; thestate can then easily be calculated by intersecting thepath of the variant corner (circle in the case of a ro-tary, straight line in the case of a translatorical joint)with its corresponding projection ray. This again isfacilitated by using model information, in this casethe transformation matrix between camera and objectframe.
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Figure 5 Determining the state of the middle partAt the beginning all states are unknown. After thelocalization of the invariant part (not shown) the �rstmember{object is zoomed on and predictions for se-veral states are requested (�gure 5). The features ofthe wings are not predicted since their state is still un-known. For each \snapshot" model and image edgesare matched; the corner with the best match resultis used to calculate the joint state. The snapshots arealso used to de�ne the region of the image where edgesare to be extracted, thereby integrating model infor-

mation on both sides in the matching process. Thiscould also be realized by projecting the correspondingmask.After updating the model the focus is moved to themiddle part, the zoom to its �rst member{object, theleft wing, and again snapshots are requested (�gure 6).
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Figure 6 Determining the state of the left wingAfter an analogous treatment of the right wing theidenti�ed states are made public; the information cannow be accessed by other users, too.This recursive algorithm has been found to be veryrobust; even occlusion by member{objects can behandled. Currently the determination of one jointstate can be accomplished in less than 0:5s (0:3s for6 snapshots, 0:1s for edgel extraction, 50ms matchingand joint state calculation). For the simpler case ofdetermining the opening angle of a door (only one de-gree of freedom) this algorithm has been successfullyimplemented on a mobile robot that has to navigatein an o�ce environment.
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